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We propose a calculus for the analysis of list lengths in functional programs. In contrast to common type-based approaches, it is
based on the syntactical structure of the program. To our knowledge, no
other approach provides such a detailed analysis of nested lists.
The analysis of lists is preceded by a program transformation which
makes sizes explicit as program values and eliminates the chain of cons
operations. This permits alternative implementations of lists, e.g., by
functions or arrays. The technique is being implemented in an experimental parallelizing compiler for the functional language HDC .
We believe that analysis and parallelization work best if higher-order
functions are used to compose the program from functional building
blocks, so-called skeletons, instead of using unrestrained recursion. Skeletons, e.g., data-parallel combinators come with a theory of sizes and
parallelization.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
If functional programs are to be used for high-performance computing, ecient
data representations and operations must be provided. Our contribution is a
calculus for the analysis of the lengths of (nested) lists and a transformation into
a form which is liberated from the chain of cons-operations and which sometimes
permits array implementations even if the length depends on run-time values.
A major advantage of functional programs vs. imperative programs is that dependence analysis is much easier, due to the absence of reassignments. One severe
disadvantage of functional programs as of yet is that ecient, machine-oriented
data structures (like the array) absolutely necessary for high-performance computing play a minor role in many language implementations since they do not
harmonize with functional evaluation schemata (like graph reduction), which are
at a higher level of abstraction.
We propose to construct programs by composition of skeletons, i.e., functional
building blocks with a predened, ecient implementation [9]. From the view
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of the source program, they are higher-order functions which are instantiated
with problem-specic, customizing functions. We implement skeletons in an imperative language close to the machine. In the compilation of the program parts
which are not skeletons, functional concepts are successively eliminated such
that these parts can be linked together with the skeleton implementations. In
this process, the most important step is the replacement of functional arguments
by data structures of the source language [1].
Aside from instantiation of skeletons, functional arguments should be used
moderately since they incur overhead and might introduce undesired dependences. Recursion should be replaced by skeletons, e.g., the recursive function

map,

which applies a function to each element of a list, can be replaced by a

data-parallel implementation. The need for a size analysis arises from the use of
simple inductive data structures, e.g., the list. With knowledge of its length, the
list might be implemented more eciently as an array.
Our size analysis calculates information about the sizes of lists at compile
time, in terms of structural parameters, i.e., symbolic names assigned to the
lengths of lists in the input. Characteristic for our approach is that the size
analysis also computes a function which maps indices to elements. The result of
the analysis can then be used for optimization by program transformations, e.g.,
intermediate lists could be eliminated, similar to deforestation or

map distribution

over composition [3]. The transformations provide the basis for a renewed size
inference and subsequent optimization, in an iterative process which terminates
according to criteria specied by compiler settings or directives.
Our inference and transformation rules are based on a view of lists which
abstracts from the chain of elements present in many standard representations.
Due to the absence of side eects, the compiler is not obliged to preserve a
particular representation of data structures, i.e., a list may be eliminated, fused
with some other list, represented by an array, reproduced by a function, etc.
Data aggregates treated in such an abstract fashion are known as data elds [15,
24].
As far as we know, we are the rst to derive compile-time information about
each element of a list in terms of its position. This is possible by a symbolic
representation of a function mapping indices to elements  a technique which
provides the potential for a precise size analysis of nested lists and for their at
implementations [30]. Flat structures can lead to eciency increases in memory allocation and release, access and update of elements and marshaling for
communication.
Through size inference, the program can become amenable to further transformation, since compile-time information becomes visible at points where it was
not visible before. With this kind of compilation, the eciency of the generated
code becomes sensitive to small changes in the program and, thus, small actions
of program maintenance may have dramatic eects. Note that we aim for high
performance of selected program parts, achieved with the programmer's interaction, not for a compiler which produces good code fully automatically in the
average case. The novice programmer can interact by setting compiler switches
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and providing program annotations. The advanced (parallel) programmer can
add skeleton implementations which capture computation schemata not previously known to the compiler.
Sect. 2 reviews related approaches to size inference. As a motivation for size
inference, we present our experimental compiler in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 presents a
transformation of the list data type which makes size expressions explicit in the
program. In Sect. 5, we discuss the simplication of size expressions in a little
auxiliary language, which need not and, indeed, does not contain lists, because
size expressions have been disentangled from the list contents by the transformation in Sect. 4. Sect. 6 presents an example for which an exact treatment of the
sizes of nested lists is useful: the multiplication of polynomials with coecients
represented by lists of digits. In Sect. 7, we summarize our statements and point
to future work.

2 Related Work
The data eld approach of Hammarlund and Lisper [15] inspired us to abstract
from actual representations of aggregate data objects, in favor of minimizing
dependences between data and increasing the potential for parallelism. By using an indexing function to refer to elements of an aggregate structure, many

arrangement

operations can be performed without visiting the data at all, just

by modication of the indexing function: permutation, broadcast, partitioning,
etc. We apply the data eld approach to the parallelization of lists. As far as
we know, the list is the most important aggregate data structure in functional
programming, and it has a rich theory [3, 28].
As Lisper and Collard [24] have pointed out, size inference can be viewed as
a form of abstract interpretation [8]. One kind of abstract information of a list
is its length. The length function is a monoid homomorphism that maps from
the concrete domain of lists to the abstract domain of natural numbers. The
empty list is mapped to zero and the function which adds an element to a list is
mapped to the successor function. Unfortunately, this nice property of the list
length is only one side of the coin. The power of abstract interpretation comes
from the fact that the calculation is performed solely in the abstract domain.
A complication with lists is that they can contain lists as elements. Applying
the abstraction at the outer nesting level incurs a loss of information about the
lengths of the lists at inner nesting levels, while an abstraction at an inner level
means that the outer lists remain part of the abstract domain.
We employ a representation of lists which isolates the size information while
preserving all other program information. Thus, we are doing something similar
to abstract interpretation by performing a static analysis of the isolated size
information. For nested lists, this means rst to perform a static analysis of the
lengths of the lists at the outer nesting level, then to continue with the analysis
of the elements of that list, and so on.
The standard construction of lists is inductive and excludes a global view of
the size or a possibility to access an element by index directly. Our new repre-
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sentation of lists has consequences for element access beyond program analysis.
In his

views approach, Wadler [31] proposes pattern matching with constructors
not form the representation of the data structure. We apply this princi-

that do

ple to lists: the representation is subject to optimization by the compiler, while
the standard list constructors are still available for user programs. In addition,
a new list constructor is introduced internally, which permits symbolic pattern
matching of a list against its size and its indexing function. We took the idea of
such non-standard list constructors from cons-snoc lists and distributable homomorphisms [13] and powerlists [26]. In contrast to them, our approach strictly
separates length and content of a list, with the need to add auxiliary functions to
the program, mapping list indices to elements. Later in the compilation process,
inlining of these functions can improve eciency.
Our approach diers signicantly from others in three aspects: (1) the impact
of the success of the analysis and the way it is integrated into a compilation, (2)
the role of types for size inference and (3) the restrictions of the source language:

1. Our size analysis is an optional part of the compilation. Its success more
precisely, the degree of its success determines the eciency of the target
code but cannot lead to a failure of the compilation or a rejection of the
program.
Size inference or size checking appears in other approaches at the front end
of a compilation process, even in transformational approaches [12]. Our size
analysis is located in the middle of the back end of the compilation, inside
an optimization loop. The analysis and subsequent program transformations
are performed in a cycle and, thus, functions are analyzed that never existed
in the source program.
2. Other researchers base size analysis, be it inference or checking, on types.
(a) Some groups draw a strong connection between types and sizes. Bellè
and Moggi [2] apply size inference in an intermediate language with a
two-level type system that distinguishes between compile-time and runtime values [27]. Xi and Pfenning [32] use dependent types and perform type checking modulo constraint satisfaction. Singleton types enable the generation of lists of a particular size, dependent on integer
values. Jay and Sekanina [23] describe type checking in a language VEC
on vectors, which distinguishes between so-called

shapely

shapely

types and

non-

types. They distinguish two kinds of conditionals. The shapely

conditional, which requires the condition to be of shapely type, is used to
analyze recursive size functions but cannot deal with arbitrary program
values. The non-shapely conditional can deal with all program values
but cannot be used to dene sizes. A surprisingly large class of programs
can be handled with this approach: all usual array indexing operations
and linear algebra. Hofmann [21] uses a linear type system to control
the size of lists and permit an in-place update which is especially useful
for sorting. Chin and Khoo [6] infer the sizes of recursive functions by a
xed-point calculation.
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(b) Others perform type inference rst, to keep it decidable, and then infer
sizes based on the type information. Hughes, Pareto and Sabry [22] employ three separate, successive steps: (1) Hindley-Milner inference, (2)
derivation of the size information and (3) constraint solving. Loidl and
Hammond [25] followed this approach. Our initial attempts were similar
[17], but we recognized that the treatment of nested lists in the type
information leads to a formalism which is dicult to apply. Now, we are
using types only to count the levels of nesting of the list, but do not
tag type information with size information. As far as we know, the other
groups are considering nested lists of rectangular shape only, i.e., those
isomorphic to multi-dimensional arrays. This simplies their treatment
in the type system signicantly. Fradet and Mallet [12] use predicates to
restrict operations to a subset of this rectangular shape.
3. We do not impose restrictions on the source language to perform size analysis. As a necessary consequence, arbitrary size expressions may enter the
analysis and, thus, conditions on sizes may be undecidable. Since our type
inference happens in an earlier compiler phase and is completely unrelated
to our static size analysis, the size analysis may fail but the program may
still be typable.
In all other static approaches which we are aware of size inference is decidable. Chin and Khoo [6], Fradet and Mallet [12] and Xi and Pfenning [32]
use linear inequalities for constraints, i.e., Presburger arithmetic. Bellè and
Moggi [2], Jay and Sekanina [23] and Hofmann [21] achieve the decidability
through their type system.
Limitation to Presburger arithmetic already rules out the following simple

which is likely to appear in an N -body computation: f takes a
m as input and produces a list that contains all element pairs and
2
whose size expression m is not permitted in a Presburger formula.
function

f

list of size

Although formulas of number theory are, in general, undecidable, there is a
good chance that one can solve more formulas than just those of Presburger
arithmetic. Our approach is based on an extensible library of formula patterns and their simplications, which are being consulted in size inference.

3 The HDC Compiler
Functional languages are well suited for program parallelization because of the
simplicity of program analysis and transformation compared to imperative languages. However, if functional languages are to be competitive, their compilers
must produce similar target code, without overhead for memory management or
auxiliary data structures. This has motivated us to develop our own compiler
for a functional language, with a strong focus on the code it produces. Skeletons
are a suitable vehicle for achieving high eciency [19].
We name our source language

HDC , for Higher-order Divide-and-C onquer,

which reects our belief in the productivity that higher-order functions lend to
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programming. We have focussed on divide-and-conquer because of its high potential for parallelism. Ecient parallel implementations of divide-and-conquer
skeletons have been added to the compiler and have been used to express algorithms like Karatsuba's polynomial multiplication and the
[20].
The syntax of

n-queens problem

HDC is a subset of Haskell [16], since we found language con-

structs like the list comprehension superior concerning notational convenience
and style. In contrast to Haskell, the semantics of

HDC is strict. This is to guar-

antee that the space-time mapping that is, the assignment of operations to time
and processors made at compile time is respected in the actual execution.
Briey, the

HDC compiler [18] consists of the following parts:

1. front end: scanning, parsing, desugaring,

-lifting, type inference/checking

2. back end, pre-optimization part: monomorphization, elimination of functional arguments, elimination of mutual recursion,

case-elimination,

gen-

eration of a directed acyclic program graph, tuple elimination
3. back end, optimization cycle:
(a) inlining (unfolding of function applications)
(b) rule-based optimizations by transformation (Sect. 4)
(c) size inference (Sect. 5)
4. back end, post-optimization part: abstract code generation, space-time mapping (parallelization), code generation, skeleton instantiation
In order to increase code eciency, size inference and code optimizing transformations are performed alternatingly in several iterations. The size information
can be used to control program transformations in the next iteration. Additionally, the size information is useful in the parallelization and for memory assignment in the code generation.
Due to the complexity of the task, the implementation of size inference is still
at an early stage. Thus, the experimental results available to-date [18, 20] do not
reect the impact of the methods presented here.

4 A List Transformation for Size Inference
This section is about the transformation which makes size information explicit
for the later size analysis. In the source, lists are represented by the constructor

[ ]) for the empty list and the constructor cons (:) for appending a new

nil (

element at the front of a list. The dependences introduced by cons rule out
a constant-time access to all list elements and complicate the analysis. After
the transformation, each list is represented by a pair of its size and a function
mapping indices to elements. The transformation itself appears straightforward
with the calculus presented in Sect. 4.2. The diculty is simplifying the occurring
expressions of the result to a closed form  in general, this is undecidable.
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4.1 A New Representation for Lists
To maintain the list

xs as a data object, its length (#xs) and its indexing function

i:xs!!i) are not kept separate but are combined by a new constructor which we
denote by
. In the new representation, (
f n) denotes a list of length n and its
i-th element (i  0) has the value f (i), e.g., the indexing function f for the list
[0; 1; 4; 9; 16] is given by f (i) = i2. The indexing functions of lists appearing as
(

formal parameters and at the left side of

let-denitions are referred to by fresh
[m..n], which contains all

variables. For other lists, like the arithmetic sequence
integers from
in the

m to n, a new auxiliary function is generated and its name is used

-expression. The indexing functions are inspected and simplied during

the analysis. In the next iteration of the optimization cycle, they may disappear
again due to inlining. We consider two distinct implementations of

-expressions:

(1) preferably using an explicit indexing function and (2) alternatively using an
array in the case that run-time values are to be stored.
In contrast to abstract interpretation, our transformation makes the information we want to reason about the length explicit without incurring a loss
of information. To emphasize this fact, we call this change of representation a

change of basis. We use the notion basis

for a set of constructors that constitute

a data type.

Lemma 1 (Existence of an index/length basis). All nite lists can be expressed in a basis which makes their length and their indexing function explicit.
Proof. By an isomorphism of types [11] induced by the functions

from-

dened below. The domain of

codomain is restricted to the image of

from-

.

map

applies

f

toto-

=

totofromfrom-



2

and

and is taken for the domain of

to each element of this list.

can be dened as an

algebraic data type (data).

data

to-

is the set of all nite lists, the

(N ! ) N

[ ]!

xs =

2

(

(i:xs!!i) (#xs)
![

]

f n) = map f

[0..n 1]

Due to this isomorphism, we identify the types
compiler to apply

to-

and

from-

and

[ ] and enable the

where an adaptation is required. The no-

tation we use is adapted from the language Haskell [16].

4.2 Rewriting in the
The

-Calculus

-calculus is a set of rules that can be used for converting the standard list

representation to

-form. Tab. 1 explains the notation used in the calculus. We

split the rules into three classes. The top of Fig. 1 gives a complete specication
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of the semantics of

. In the middle part of the gure, we dene the basic list

functions in terms of

. Since pattern matching has been eliminated in an earlier

compiler phase, we rely on a predicate for the empty list and two functions for
selecting head and tail of a list, in addition to nil and cons. The rules for these
basic functions are consistent with the denition based on the representation
with nil and cons.

a # b / a " b minimum/maximum of a and b

= (a " ) #

a lhigh
low

low

high

for an arbitrary binary operator of type

e Ohigh
i=low

xi =

(

((e
e

xlow ) :::)

xhigh ; if low  high
otherwise

e[x:=v ]

substitute every free occurrence of

 k xi

the highest j , for which
Table 1.

! !

Pj

x in e by v

1
i=0 xi (xi

2 N) does not exceed k

Notation used in the calculus

The rules in the lower part of Fig. 1 are derived from the basic list functions
and simplied. Our strategy is to use as many rules as possible to accelerate
the simplication of size information. Every list function, for which a rule is not
stated, must be analyzed itself.
The following lemma states that these rules can be used to construct a terminating rewrite system. (We do not need conuence, since we do not compare
the simplied program parts.)

Lemma 2 (Termination of the reduced rewrite system). In the -calculus
without rule intr- , rewriting terminates with an expression which contains neither the constructors nil and cons nor any list function on the left side of a rule.
Proof sketch. The number of occurrences of nil, cons and list functions in an
expression is nite. Each application of a rule strictly decreases this number by
at least one.



4.3 The List Transformation Algorithm
In many circumstances, the change of basis delivers a form of the function which
expresses the lengths of the result lists in terms of the lengths of the argument
lists. The diculty is that this reduced form will likely inherit the recursion of
the original. In Sect. 5, we tackle recursion elimination and other simplications
of size expressions in a little language. This language has only the value domains
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!i (i: !!i) (# )
# ( _ n) ! n
( f n)!!i ! if 0  i<n then f i else ?

is a listg

xs

fresh

xs

xs

null ( _ n)

! n=0
[ ] ! (const ?) 0
x : f n fresh
!i (i:if i ==0 then x else f (i 1)) (n +1)
head ( f n) ! if n> 0 then f 0 else ?
tail ( f n) ! if n> 0 then (f Æ (+1)) (n 1) else ?

nullnilconsheadtail-

[a..b] ! (+a) ((b a +1) " 0)
take k ( f n) !
f (k ln )
drop k ( f n) !
(f Æ (+(k ln ))) (n (k ln ))
map g ( f n) !
(g Æ f ) n
O
foldl
e ( f n) fresh
!i e ni (f i)

sequencetake-

0

drop-

0

map-

1

foldlscanl-

=0

scanl

!i;j (j: e

fresh

append-

concat-

0

!

fresh

i

!k

fresh

Oej(

1

i=0

f n)
(f i)) (n +1)

f m ++ g n
(i:if i<m then f i else g (i m)) (m + n)
concat (

(i:( (j:ei;j ) ni )) m)
(k:((ei;j [i :=  k ni ])[j := k Pi k n
=0

Fig. 1.

Rewrite rules

i

1

Pm

ni ])) (

i=0

1

ni )
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of numbers and Booleans, but contains symbolic reduction operators, e.g., summation. The symbolic calculation is necessary since the lengths of the argument
lists are unknown at compile time and are, thus, represented by variables.
Our algorithm works on the syntax tree of the function. From an algorithmic
point of view, the change of basis simplies our transformation, since each list
(in

-form) carries its (symbolic) length information along. If lengths were made

part of the type information, the correctness of the transformation could not
be established solely by equational reasoning about the functional expressions.
Also, nested lists can be treated precisely, since the length of an inner list can
be expressed in terms of its index in the outer list. Algorithm LISTSIMP (Fig. 2)
performs a complete change of basis on the lists in the expression given to it.

INPUT: expression e and a set of constraints
OUTPUT: expression semantically equivalent to e which does not
contain list operations in the standard basis

if e is a constant or variable
then if e is not of a list type
then return e
else substitute every occurrence of e by ( f n)
where

f and n are fresh names

else (e is a compound expression):
1. apply LISTSIMP to each component of e; the result is called e0

2. perform simplications in the size language of all arithmetic expressions in e0 , yielding e00
3. eliminate the standard list constructors and functions from the
current node of the syntax tree by applying the rule of the calculus that matches, obtaining e000
4. if e000 is not of a list type then return e000
else (e000 is a list, represented by, say
h m ):
(a) apply LISTSIMP to the expression m, getting m0
(b) apply LISTSIMP to the expression h using knowledge of m0 ,
yielding h0
(c) return
h0 m0

(

(

)

)

Fig. 2.

Algorithm

LISTSIMP

We demonstrate the algorithm on a tiny, non-recursive function. Function

rotate

performs a cyclic shift of the elements of a list. Application areas are

hardware description/simulation or convolution.
The beauty of lists for this purpose is obvious: to rotate the rst eight items
of a list

xs, we just write: rotate (take 8 xs) ++ drop 8 xs.

1. The initial function is as follows:

rotate xs

=

if #xs < 2 then xs else tail xs

++ [head xs]
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Note that a straightforward compilation of this function would produce nasty
code. On the one hand, the expression
[head

xs ]

tail xs

cannot be shared because

has been appended at the end. On the other hand, it cannot be

updated in-place, although it is not shared.
2. According to the algorithm, each occurrence of the list variable
by (

f n), where f

rotate ( f n)

=

and

if

#(

n are fresh variables:
f n) < 2 then

3. Application of the rules for

rotate ( f n)

=

=

++ [head (

f n)]

#, tail and head:

if n<2 then
else

fn
(i:f (i +1)) (n

4. Application of the rules for nil and cons to

rotate ( f n)

fn

else tail ( f n)

xs is replaced

if n<2 then
else

[f 0]:

1) ++ [f 0]

fn

(i:f (i +1)) (n 1)
++ (i:if i == 0 then f 0 else ?) 1

5. Application of the append rule:

rotate ( f n)

=

if n<2 then
else

fn
(i:if i<n

1 then f (i +1) else f 0) n

6. Simplication of the conditional, using information about the length:

rotate ( f n)

=

(i:f ((i +1) mod n)) n

All rule applications aside from the simplication at the end are straightforward according to the rules. The success of the simplication enables further
possibilities, e.g., an optimization of a sequence of

k

rotations, given by the

following equality:

rotatek

(

f n) =

(i:f ((i + k) mod n)) n

5 Simplication of Size Expressions
In the previous section, we have decomposed list data objects into two independent components: indexing function and length  both symbolic arithmetic
expressions. Further simplications need not resort to the list data type anymore.
The process of size inference abstracts temporarily from the program representation to focus on mathematical issues. Our intention is to handle constraint
solving, simplication, etc. in a separate package which need not know anything
about the syntax or semantics of the functional programming language. In this
package, we use a small, rst-order functional language, the

size

language. It
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consists of a set of (possibly recursive) function denitions and a single expression which denes a size dependent on symbolic names and which can use the
set of functions.
The size language still needs to contain recursion. E.g., here is the size function
obtained from a recursive reverse function:

reverseSize n

=

if n == 0 then n else reverseSize (n

1) + 1

Simplication must solve this recursion. We will discuss that in Sect. 5.3.

5.1 The Syntax of Size Expressions
Atomic size expressions are constants and variables. Size expressions can be composed by arithmetic operators, conditionals, reduction operators (e.g., summation) and applications of size functions. Variables are used to represent unknown
values and for indexing elements in a reduction.
Structural parameters are those unknowns which refer to input values of
the function to be analyzed. Especially useful input values are list lengths and
natural numbers which are decremented in recursive calls. However, the compiler
may not always be able to decide which parameters are meant to be used as
structural parameters. The user can point the compiler to a useful parameter
say

n

for the problem size or depth of recursion by branding its name in

the program:

n.

We believe that this kind of annotation is easier to use than

annotations of the type language with size expressions.
The size information, expressed in terms of structural parameters, is derived
by following the data ow of the function [4]. Our choice of a referentially transparent language enables a local analysis of each function. Where a function
applied to an argument

x,

f

is

the size information of the result can often be com-

puted by an application of the size function of

f

to the size information of

x.

We prefer to encode all functional closures by rst-order data structures of the
source language. Then,

x will never be a functional closure.

In the calculation of sizes, rational numbers can appear as intermediate values.
Exact rational arithmetic guarantees that no approximation errors will produce
an incorrect integral size. Integers and natural numbers are treated as subtypes
of the rational numbers. The integrality of decision variables can be enforced by
subtype declarations. Boolean values are used for constraints.
We present the abstract syntax of our size language in Fig. 3. Since we are
working with syntax trees only and abstract from parenthesization, punctuation,
etc. of a potential source language, we use algebraic data type denitions instead
of BNF rules. Like BNF, these algebraic data types can be used to dene contextfree expressions and, in addition, constitute a set of patterns to be used in
transformations.



A size program P consists of a list of function denitions (F) and an expression



In a function denition (

S

to be evaluated.

function,

as

name,(as,rs))

of type

F, name

is a list of its parameter names and

Functions can be dened recursively.

rs

is the name of the

a tuple of result sizes.
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type
type
type
data
data

P = ([F],S)
F = (Id,([Id],[S]))
Id = String
T = TBool | TNat | TInt | TRat
S = Num Rational | SV Id T
| BTrue | BFalse
| S:+:S | S:-:S | S:*:S | S:/:S | S::S
| Floor S | Ceil S | Frac S
| Abs S | Sgn S | Min S S | Max S S
| S:=:S | S:<:S | S:<=:S
| IsRat S | IsInt S | IsNat S
| Not S | S:&:S | S:|:S | S:<=>:S
| Case [(S,S)] S
| Let (Id,S) S
| Apply Id [S] [Id] S
| Reduce (ROp,Id,S,S,S) S
| Recur [[S]] S [S]
data ROp = Sum | Prod | Minimum | Maximum | And | Or
Fig. 3.

The size language

 Id represents identiers.
 T is a collection of types assigned to variables: TBool (Booleans), TNat (natural numbers),

TInt

(integers) and

TRat

(rational numbers). There is the

usual inclusion relation between the number types which allows coercing in
evaluation. Thus, there need not be a specic integral division. The type
information is used by solvers as constraint information.

 S

is the type of syntax trees for size expressions. Each alternative on the

right side corresponds to a particular kind of node, named by a constructor.
There are two kinds of constructors: inx constructors are denoted with
surrounding colons (e.g.,
(e.g.,

Floor).

:+:), the other constructors are prex constructors

The parts of an alternative aside from the constructor either

contain subtrees (S) or attributes (e.g.,

 ROp

ROp).

describes the set of reduction operators, i.e., accumulated applications

of a binary associative and commutative operator.

5.2 Semantics
The meaning of size expressions is dened by the following denotation, where

I [[ exp ]] is the interpretation of expression exp.
 I [[ Num r ]] = r: a number, represented by an exact rational number. Due to
the number type inclusion, it can also carry a natural or an integer.

 (SV name t)

represents the variable

name

of type

t. The value of a variable

may be used as a value of a superset but, in constraint solving, the obtained
result must match the type.
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 I [[ BTrue ]] = True and I [[ BFalse ]] = False: the boolean constants.
 I [[ a: ~ :b ]] = I [[ a ]] ~ I [[ b ]] for each binary operator ~.
 I [[ Floor x ]] = bI [[ x ]]c, I [[ Ceil x ]] = dI [[ x ]]e,



I [[ Frac x ]] = I [[ x ]] bI [[ x ]]c, I [[ Abs x ]] = jI [[ x ]]j,
I [[ Sgn x ]] = signum (I [[ x ]])
I [[ Min x y ]] = I [[ x ]] # I [[ y ]], I [[ Max x y ]] = I [[ x ]] " I [[ y ]]
I [[ IsRat x ]] = (I [[ x ]] 2 Q ), I [[ IsInt x ]] = (I [[ x ]] 2 Z),
I [[ IsNat x ]] = (I [[ x ]] 2 N )
I [[ Not x ]] = :(I [[ x ]]), I [[ a:&:b ]] = I [[ a ]] ^ I [[ b ]],
I [[ a:|:b ]] = I [[ a ]] _ I [[ b ]], I [[ a:<=>:b ]] = I [[ a ]] , I [[ b ]]
I [[ Case [(c ; v ); :::; (c ; v )] v ]] = I [[ v ]], where j is smallest such that
I [[ c ]] = True, with I [[ c ]] = True by default.
I [[ Let (x; v) e ]] = I [[ (e[x := v]) ]]. The purpose of an auxiliary denition



The semantics of (Apply






0

0

n

n

n+1

j

n+1

j

(Let) is to exploit common subexpressions.

f [e0 ,...,e ] [v0 ,...,v ] exp) is that the size function f
e0 to e . f returns a tuple of size expressions
which are bound to the variables v0 to v . Then, the expression exp, dened
n

is applied to the size expressions

m

n

m

in terms of these variables, is delivered.

 I [[ Reduce (; i; low; high; condi ) elemi ]]

= L2
i

elemi :

I

a reduction with a commutative and associative binary operator

, where

I = fi 2 Z j I [[ low ]]  i  I [[ high ]] ^ I [[ cond ]] = Trueg.
 I [[ Recur A^ n^ e^ ]] = 0 A e, where A is an mm matrix, n 2 N and e an mcolumn vector. A = I [
[ A^ ]], n = I [[ n
^ ]] and e = I [[ e^ ]]. Recur expressions
i

n

provide a closed form for some recurrences without using roots. E.g., the
Fibonacci number

n can be expressed by fib(n) =

(1 0)

( ) ( ).
1 1
1 0

n

0
1

5.3 Simplication Heuristics
After the transformation of a recursive list function into

-form, length ex-

pressions may still be expressed recursively. Using knowledge about frequent
decomposition patterns, one can provide a heuristic procedure to nd closed
forms.
Probably the patterns most often used are the decomposition of a list into
(1) head and tail and (2) the left part and the right part [13, 26]. We discuss
briey head/tail decomposition here. If we are lucky, we obtain a recursive size
function and its closed form of the following kind, where

s(n)
If

=



s(n

a

1) +

;
b(n) ;

if



n =0

otherwise

a2N

=a+

X
n

i=1

and

b2N

! N:

b(i)

b is a polynomial or another simple kind of function, we can eliminate the

summation operator [14]. E.g., if the size function originates from attening a
triangular matrix, we have

a = 0 and b(n) = n. In this case, we obtain:

s(n)

= 0+

X
n

i=1

i=

n(n + 1)

2
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We advocate the use of an extensible library of patterns. Unfortunately, we
cannot hope to nd the pattern by a
pression

s(n

syntactic

match. E.g., instead of the ex-

1) + n, we may encounter the expression bn=2c + s(n 1) + dn=2e

which is equal. Thus, we apply the following procedure:

1. Select a pattern which appears appropriate since it is known to be useful
for the operators that appear in the expression. E.g., polynomials can be
appropriate for expressions that contain only addition and multiplication.
2. Interpolate the expression with the pattern, obtaining values for the parameters of the pattern.
3. Run many tests with the instantiated pattern, to exclude a non-tting pattern as quickly as possible.
4. Verify symbolically that the instantiated pattern equals the expression.
5. Simplify the pattern, exploiting properties gained by specialization.
We do not advocate interpolating the recursive function as a whole because
a successful match will be very unlikely, even with a high number of attempts.
Instead, we are looking for patterns for parts of the recursive function, which
are (1) the condition that indicates the recursive case, (2) the value in the nonrecursive case, (3) the expression which modies the arguments for the recursive
calls and (4) the expression which combines the result of the recursive calls.
Then, we apply a recurrence elimination function according to the ensemble of
patterns we obtained. A promising approach is to search for the power series of
the generating function of the recursion [14]. The

n-th

coecient of the power

series carries the value of the recursive function for the input

n. Chin and Khoo

[5] developed a tupling method to reduce, in some cases, recursion in multiple
variables to recursion in a single variable.

6 Example: Nested Lists in Multiple Precision Arithmetic
A major dierence between our approach and those of others, e.g., [32], is that
our size information can refer to the particular position in a surrounding data
structure. Polynomial multiplication with multiple precision arithmetic makes
use of this; here the bitsize of a coecient in the result depends on its position.

6.1 Types and Representation
In order to make the maximal amount of information statically derivable, our
programs resemble specications of abstract digital designs [7, 10, 29]. The basic
arithmetic functions which are not presented here are producing output lists
that depend statically on the size of input lists. E.g., a function which adds two
numbers delivers a sum whose size is the maximum of both inputs; a potential
carry overow is delivered in a separate component.
Each number is represented by a list of bits. Element

i of each number rep-

2 f0; 1g) of 2 . We dene the type Polynomial, whose values

resents the factor (

are polynomials in

i

X,

represented by their list of coecients. Coecients are

themselves numbers. Element

X

i

.

i

of the polynomial represents the coecient of
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polymul
polymul
let m

n

2

Polynomial ! Polynomial

=

xss yss

=#
=#

xss

yss

= 0"(k n +1)
= (m 1)#k
in sumN [ mul ( !!i) (
j k [0..m + n 2] ]

in [ let low

! Polynomial

high

xss

yss

!!(k i)) j i

[

..high] ]

low

( (i: (j:fi;j ) pi ) m) ( (i: (j:gi;j ) qi ) n)
= 0"(k n +1)
= (m 1)#k
r
=
+ Reduce (Maximum; i; 0;
; BTrue)
(p low i + q k low i )
( h r) = sumN ( ( i : mul ( (j:fi;j ) pi ) ( (j:gk i;j ) qk i ))
(
+1))
in ( h r))
(m + n 1)

polymul
=

( k: let

low

high

high

low

high

(

high

Fig. 4.

+ )

(

low

(

+ ))

low

Transformation of polymul into

-form

6.2 The Source Function
The upper part of Fig. 4 shows the denition of function
tion of

sumN

sums, for each coecient

polymul. The applica-

k, the products of the

coecients of the

xss and yss. low and high are the index bounds of the coecients
of xss, in dependence of k . We dene m as the length of xss and n as the length
of yss. The degree of the product polynomial is the sum of the degree m 1 of xss
0
m+n 2
and the degree n 1 of yss. Thus, it has m+n 1 coecients, for X to X
.
two polynomials

We use a Haskell [16] list comprehension to express this. A list comprehension
has in our case the form
dex variable

i

[ exp j i
i

[lowbound..highbound] ] where the in[lowbound..highbound] and exp

is taken from the integer range

denotes the element of the list associated with index

i.

i

Note that list compre-

hensions can be desugared in an early compiler phase; our compiler performs a
desugaring into the form

map (i:expi ) [lowbound..highbound].

6.3 Transformation into

-Form

The result of the transformation is shown in the lower part of Fig. 4. In

-form,

m for the length of xss and n for the length of yss. The elements of xss
and yss are expressed in terms of their position. xss!!i is itself a list, in
-form:
( (j:f ) p ). Here, p is the length of xss!!i, and f its element with index
j . The representation of yss!!i is analogous, with q instead of p and g instead of
f . The analysis should infer a simplied -expression for the body of polymul
we use

i;j

i

i

i;j
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with respect to the following application, where
by their

xss and yss have been replaced

-form, as described above:

polymul

( (i: (j:f ) p ) m) ( (i: (j:g ) q ) n)
i;j

With this denotation of the parts of
body of
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polymul.

result list into

i

i;j

xss and yss, we

i

analyze and transform the

The rst step is to transform the outer nesting level of the

-form. We use

expk

as an abbreviation for element

k of this list.

Remember that the list comprehension

[ exp j k [0..m + n 2] ]
k

has been desugared by an earlier compiler phase into:

map (k:expk ) [0..m + n

Applying the rules of the

2]

-calculus to the desugared form yields:

(k:exp ) (m + n 1)
k

Next, we look at the transformation of

expk

After desugaring and translation into

-form, we have:

and infer the length of:

sumN [ mul (xss!!i) (yss!!(k i)) j i

sumN (

(i:mul ( (j:f ) p ) ( (j:g
i;j

i

k

i;j

[low..high] ]

) q )) (high
k

i

low +1))

We skip a lot of formal treatment here and present directly the size
result of the

sumN application:

high low + Reduce (Maximum; i; 0; high low; BTrue)(p(

low+i)

+q

(k

r

of the

(low+i))

)

6.4 Benet of the Transformation

m + n 1 coecients, and cor as stated above. If r is not
simplied, its value must be computed quickly at run time. Function h is based
We have inferred that the result polynomial has
ecient

k

can be represented by

r

digits with

sumN and cannot be stated as a simple closed expression
sumN could, in principle,
transformation, but very likely sumN will not be inlined due

on the recursive function

since it depends on many run-time values. Inlining of
be done after this
to its complexity.

k remains the task of function
r is sucient for our purpose, since we can allocate the

The computation of the digits of each coecient

sumN.

However, the size

memory for the coecients of the result in advance:
1. In a parallel computation of the coecients, the number of bytes to be allocated for each communication buer is known in advance. Thus, an appropriate representation assumed, the nal location of a coecient can already
be used to receive the message.
2. A simulator of a digital design can statically allocate the exact amount of
memory cells required to store the values, i.e., no dynamic data structures
are required. A compiler which produces a hardware design has knowledge
of the exact amount of bits required for each coecient, if the values of the
structural parameters are xed.
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7 Summary and Perspectives
Size inference enhances the possibilities for a compilation of functional programs
of high eciency. Obviously, if a list can be represented by an array because its
length is known in advance, at least the amount of space for chaining the elements
can be saved. Loss of dependences increases the potential for parallelization.
Often, intermediate copies of data objects can be saved since the result can
be put immediately at the place where it is required. This makes communication
more ecient.
The analysis is inherently undecidable and must be based on heuristics, e.g.,
partial evaluation, constraint solving, solving of recurrence equations, simplication of symbolic expressions and pattern matching with unication. We are
pursuing the following strategy, which we hold to be quite promising: iterate
alternatingly through applying size inference and then exploiting the results
via program transformations. Possible transformations are inlining, fusion, deforestation and program specialization. The iterative process propagates static
information successively deeper into the program structure, until the eort to
evaluate the symbolic expressions at run time exceeds the gain.
We are going to implement size inference and the list transformation into our
compiler. We have not been able to nd a tool which provides adequate support
for simplication of size expressions as we require; we may have to implement
the simplier ourselves. Furthermore, the compiler is undergoing a redesign in
which the front end is being replaced by the front end of the Glasgow Haskell
compiler.
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